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To perform the jamming avoidance response (JAR), the weakly electric fish Gymnarchus detects time disparities on the order of micro-
seconds between electrosensory signals received by electroreceptors in different parts of the body surface. This paper describes time-
disparity thresholds of output neurons of the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL), where the representation of timing information is
converted from a time code to a firing-rate code. We recorded extracellular single-unit responses from pyramidal cells in the ELL to
sinusoidally modulated time disparity with various depths (0–200 s). Threshold sensitivity to time disparities measured in 123 units
ranged from 0.5 to 100s and was5s in 60% of the units. The units from pyramidal cells in the inner and outer cell layers of the ELL
responded equally well to small time disparities. The neuronal thresholds to time disparities found in the ELL are comparable with those
demonstrated in behavioral performance of the JAR. The sensitivity of ELL units to small time disparities was unaffectedwhen the center
of the cyclic time-disparitymodulationwas shifted over awide range (up to 250s), indicating an adaptationmechanism for steady-state
time disparities that preserves the sensitivity to small dynamic changes in time disparities. Phase-locked input neurons, which provide
time information to the ELL by phase-locked firing of action potentials, did not adapt to steady-state time shifts of sensory signals. This
suggests that the adaptation emerges within the ELL.
Key words: electric fish; binaural comparison; coincidence detection; electrosensory lateral line lobe; jamming avoidance response;
temporal coding
Introduction
Many animal species are known to exhibit behaviors that require
a sensory capability of detecting small time disparitiesa on the
order of 108 to 105 s between sensory inputs (Knudsen et al.,
1979; Mason et al., 2001; Simmons et al., 2003) (for review, see
Carr and Friedman, 1999; Carr et al., 2001). Sensory organs in
these animals inform theCNSof themoment of sensory events by
the occurrence times of action potentials in the afferent nerve [for
temporal coding, see Theunissen andMiller (1995)]. The behav-
iorally important time disparities in the afferent action potentials
are then detected by central neurons that compare the times be-
tween inputs. These time comparator neurons inform higher
centers of the brain of the time disparity by their firing rate
(impulse-rate coding).
The weakly electric fish Gymnarchus and Eigenmannia gener-
ate quasi-sinusoidal electric organ discharges (EODs) from their
tail at a few hundred hertz. When the fish’s EODs are jammed by
EODs from a neighboring fish, the fish shifts its discharge fre-
quency away from that of the neighbor to avoid jamming of its
electrolocation system (Watanabe and Takeda, 1963; Bullock et
al., 1972, 1975). This jamming avoidance response (JAR) requires
time disparity between sensory feedback signals of its own EODs
that are differentially time modulated (or phase modulated) at
different skin areas by the neighbor’s EODs (Bastian and Heili-
genberg, 1980; Heiligenberg and Bastian, 1980; Kawasaki, 1993).
The time-disparity threshold for correct performance of the JAR
is 107 to 106 s (Rose and Heiligenberg, 1985; Guo and Ka-
wasaki, 1997). The occurrence times of feedback sensory signals
from the EODs are sampled by a type of electroreceptor in the
skin that sends phase-locked action potentials to the electrosen-
sory lateral line lobe (ELL) in the brain via S-type afferents (here-
after simply S-afferents) in Gymnarchus (Guo and Kawasaki,
1997). The time disparities between the S-afferents are detected
by a neuronal circuit in the ELL (Fig. 1) (Kawasaki and Guo,
1996; Matsushita and Kawasaki, 2004), in which the output of
pyramidal cells modulate their firing rates in response to time
disparities between S-afferents from different skin regions.
A behavioral study in Eigenmannia suggested that the micro-
second time sensitivity of the JAR requires spatial summation of
sensory signals (Rose and Heiligenberg, 1985) and neurons
showing comparable time sensitivity were found only in the last
stage (diencephalon) of the sensory hierarchy (Kawasaki et al.,
1988; Rose et al., 1988). Kawasaki and Guo (1996), however,
reported that neurons in an early stage of time processing (hind-
brain)may exhibitmicrosecond sensitivity inGymnarchus. In the
present study, we examined the threshold sensitivity of pyramidal
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cells in the ELL ofGymnarchus using a “phase chamber” in which
stimuli presented to different skin areas were precisely controlled
in time.
Materials andMethods
Animals. Approximately 50 Gymnarchus niloticus (total length, 12–21
cm) were used. Environmental conditions in the holding tanks were
identical to those described previously (Kawasaki, 1994). After anesthesia
with tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222; 1:10000; Sigma, St. Louis,
MO), we immobilized fish with an intramuscular injection of flaxedil
(gallamine triethiodide; 8–15 l of a 0.3 mg/ml solution; Sigma), which
greatly attenuated EOD amplitude. The silenced EOD was replaced with
an artificial electrosensory stimulus as described below. Activity of the
EOD pacemaker command signal was recorded from the tail to monitor
the fish’s condition throughout experiments. Fish were placed inside a
plastic chamber (phase chamber; 12  18  5 cm) set in a plastic tank
(50  50  13 cm), gently held with a sponge-lined clamp, and sub-
merged in water, except for a small area along the surface of the head.
Water resistivity was set between 5 and 8 k  cm. Oxygen-saturated
water perfused the gills via a mouthpiece inserted in the mouth. After
local application of 2% lidocaine, a small hole was opened in the skull
above the hindbrain, exposing the dorsal surface of the ELL (see below).
These procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the University of Virginia.
Electrosensory stimulation in the phase chamber.Weapplied electrosen-
sory stimuli using a phase chamber, which electrically isolates the head
and trunk into separate compartments using a high-resistance partition
(Fig. 2A). This partition was placed immediately behind the pectoral fin
and was sealed against the fish’s body using petroleum jelly. In the head
compartment, a sinusoidal carrier signal that mimicked the silenced
EOD was given between an electrode placed in the mouth and a pair of
carbon rod electrodes straddling the head. In the trunk compartment, a
sinusoidal stimulus with an identical frequency was given between a pin
electrode inserted into the dorsal musculature near the anterior end of
the dorsal fin and a pair of carbon rod electrodes straddling the trunk.
The signals were delivered to each compartment via a homemade isolator
with field effect transistors and adjusted to a stimulus amplitude of 1–2
mV/cm measured near the skin surfaces. Signal cross-talk between the
two compartments was less than30 dB, as measured outside the fish’s
body.
A phase synthesizer (Wavetek 650) generated an unmodulated sinu-
soidal signal for the trunk and a phase-modulated sinusoidal signal for
the head, creating differential phasemodulation (DPM) between the two
compartments (Fig. 2B,C). DPM was sinusoidal such that the phase of
the head was delayed during the first half of the modulation cycle (0–
180°) and advanced for the second half of the cycle (180–360°). The
phase modulation was cyclic and continuous, and its frequency was typ-
ically 2 Hz. DPM was controlled by an analog sinusoidal signal that was
generated by a digital-to-analog converter (DA3-4; Tucker-Davis Tech-
nology, Gainesville, FL) and applied to the differential phasemodulation
port of the phase synthesizer. The center of the sinusoidal phase modu-
lation (center phase) was typically zero but could be changed 180°.
Various depths of DPM were used. DPM at a depth of n s will be
expressed as DPMn (e.g., DPM5 for DPM with a modulation depth of 5
s). Various depths between DPM0 and DPM200 were applied in a
random sequence to determine the response threshold for each unit. The
threshold sensitivity of a unit to DPM was defined by the minimum
depth of DPM with which the unit showed a significant response (see
below, Data acquisition and analysis). DPM50 at 2 Hz was used as a
search stimulus.
The accuracy and stability of the electrosensory stimulus generated by
the phase synthesizer were measured by a time interval counter with
absolute time accuracy of 1 ns (SR620; Stanford Research Systems,
Sunnyvale, CA). The head and trunk sinusoidal signals generated by the
phase synthesizer were directly fed into Schmitt trigger inputs of the time
interval counter, and zero-crossing times of the signals were recorded
over 104 cycles. The SD of period jitter of the unmodulated head signal
Figure 1. Neural circuit in the ELL for computation of differential phase modulation (time
disparity) between different body regions A (black line) and B (gray line). The time information
of A and B is presented to the ICL directly by S-afferents and indirectly via giant cells. In the ICL,
an ovoidal cell receives these information, and pyramidal cells also receive inputs from
S-afferents. The pyramidal cell in the ICL changes its firing rate in response to the differential
phasemodulation. Thepyramidal cell in theOCLalso responds todifferential phasemodulation.
Theprojection sites of theaxonsof ovoidal cells areunknown. Sources of inputs to thepyramidal
cells in OCL are also unknown. Modified fromMatsushita and Kawasaki (2004).
Figure 2. A, Electrosensory stimulation in the phase chamber. The phase synthesizer gen-
erated two sinusoidal signals (shown in B) at an identical frequency that stimulated the head
and trunk compartments. The signals were applied between an internal electrode and two
electrodes straddling the fish in each compartment.B, Phase synthesizer generated small phase
shifts between the head and trunk signal. The phase shift of the head signal was sinusoidally
modulated as detailed in C. C, An example of a spike histogram constructed relative to the 2 Hz
phasemodulation cycle. Because this unit firedmore to phase advance and less to phase delay,
the unit was called a head advance-preferred unit. The sinusoidal modulation of phase was
typically centered at zero (as shown) but could be shifted by up to180°. DPMn depicts the
depth of differential phase modulation at ns.
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was 178 ns. The SD of phase difference between the two signals at
DPM0 was 288 ns. The smallest phase modulation that could be
achieved by the analog input of the phase synthesizer via its analog-
to-digital converter was 81 ns.
Electrophysiological recording. Extracellular recording was made with
glass capillary electrodes with a carbon fiber (diameter, 10 m) in most
experiments [modified from Fu and Lorden (1996)]. A borosilicate glass
capillary with no center filament was pulled on a Brown/Flaming elec-
trode puller (P-97; Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA) after inserting a
carbon fiber into the capillary. One side of the separated capillaries re-
tained the carbon fiber that was subsequently cut by a scalpel and ex-
truded by 5–10 m from the glass end. Some units were recorded with
glass capillary electrodes filled with 3 M NaCl (tip diameter,8 m) or
with indium-filled and gold/platinum-plated glass capillary electrodes
(tip diameter,10 m) (Dowben and Rose, 1953).
Extracellular single-unit activity (50 V to 1 mV) and large field po-
tentials (see below, Recording site) caused by phase-locked firing of pri-
mary afferents and giant cells (up to 10mV) were amplified 10with an
amplifier (model 5A; Getting Instruments, Iowa City, IA). The large
periodic field potentials (see below) were eliminated by a cancellation
technique in which the raw signal was delayed by one period, inverted in
sign, and added to the original signal with a digital signal processor
(sampling frequency, 48 kHz;model DSP-4; QSCAudio Products, Costa
Mesa, CA). The resulting signal, which contained only nonperiodic sig-
nals, was sent to a Schmitt Trigger circuit, which in turn triggered an
event timer (ET1; Tucker-Davis Technologies) that generated time
stamps for spiking at 1 s resolution (Fig. 3A,B).
Intracellular recordings from primary electrosensory phase-locking
neurons (S-afferents and giant cells) were made in the deep fiber layer
(DFL) of the ELL (see below, Recording site) using sharp glass-capillary
electrodes (30–50 M, filled with 3 M KCl). The electrode was lowered
into the DFL, from which large field potentials can be recorded as deter-
mined by preliminary extracellular recordings (Kawasaki and Guo,
1996). Light vibration of the electrode established the penetration into a
single neuron. When stable phase-locked action potentials were ob-
tained, we started a program that lasted 30 s: the phase in the carrier
signal was held at 0s for the first 5 s, then shifted to either 100 or –100
s for 20 s, and finally shifted back to 0 s for 5 s (see Fig. 10, bottom
traces). We recorded spike times and analyzed spike phase shifts.
Recording site. The ELL is a hindbrain structure that consists of bilat-
eral lobes, the anterior half and medial edges of which are covered by the
valvula cerebelli (Bass and Hopkins, 1982). The ELL consists of three
distinctive zones: dorsal, ventral, and medial (MZ), each of which is
layered. The DFL constitutes the core of the ELL and is shared by all
zones. In theMZ, the DFL is covered with an inner cell layer (ICL), outer
fiber layer, outer cell layer (OCL), andmolecular layer, in this order from
the core. The MZ occupies most of the caudal half of the ELL, and as the
zone extends rostrally, the lateral extent of the MZ becomes smaller. We
placed electrodes in the posterior half of the MZ, which corresponds to
the region between panels G and H of Figure 1 in Kawasaki and Guo
(1998). The recording site could be determined bymonitoring the wave-
form of the large field potentials (up to 10 mV) generated by phase-
locking neurons in the DFL (giant cells and S-afferent terminals) [as
shown in Kawasaki and Guo (1996), their Fig. 2].
Data acquisition and analysis. Spike histograms were constructed rel-
ative to the stimulusmodulation period (typically 500ms) (Fig. 2C), and
the following response parameters were computed for each histogram:
average spike rate (total number of spikes)/(total duration of stimula-
tion); F1, the Fourier component of the histogram at the modulation
frequency; F2, the Fourier component of the histogram at twice themod-
ulation frequency (second harmonic) (F1 and F2 are expressed in the
unit of spikes/s); and Va, the mean vector angle of spiking relative to the








where xi is the spike count of the ith bin in a histogram. cosi  cos(i 
2/n), sini sin(i  2/n), i 1,. . . ,n. n is the total number of bins in the
modulation histograms (Goldberg and Brown, 1969). Va takes a value
between 0 and 360° and indicates “response center” where spikes are
most likely to occur in amodulation cycle.Va 90 and 270° correspond
to the points with the largest phase delay and advance of the head signal
with respect to the trunk signal, respectively. The vector strength of spik-










where xi is the spike count of the ith bin in a histogram constructed
relative to the period of the carrier signal. i  1,.., n. n is 1/f  106 ( f,
frequency of the carrier signal). Vs expresses the degree of synchroniza-
tion of spikes to the carrier signal and takes a value between 0 and 1.
Values of Vs of 0 and 1 indicate, respectively, no and complete synchro-
nization (phase locking) to the carrier signal.
Statistical significance of spike responses to small phase modulation
was examined by theV test ( 0.05) andRayleigh z test ( 0.05). The
V test examines whether the observed circular distribution of spike times
relative to the phase modulation cycle has a tendency to cluster around a
hypothetical angle, which was obtained as the value of Va for a suprath-
reshold modulation depth for the unit (Batschelet, 1981). The z test
examines the tendency of spiking to occur at any particular angle of phase
modulation (Batschelet, 1981).
A computer program written inMatlab controlled the experiments. It
controlled the digital-to-analog converters for phase and amplitude
modulation, collected time stamps of spikes, and displayed a raster plot,
histograms, and statistical data on-line.
Figure 3. Isolation of spiking activities from the field potential and vector strength. A, Raw
signal from the recording electrode (top trace, 25 traces are superimposed) includes periodic
field potential (FP) that was phase locked to electrosensory sinusoidal stimulation and spikes
(spk) from an ICL unit. Spikes were isolated by a delay-cancellation technique (second trace).
Spike histogram (bottom) shows the degree of synchronization (Vs) of spiking to the carrier
signal.B, A similar example fromanOCL unit (50 traces are superimposed). C, Relation between
Vs and response latency of spikes measured from the negative maximum slope of the field
potential (n 108). The dashed line atVs 0.84 separates the units into the pyramidal cell in
the ICL or OCL, based on a previous study.
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Results
Single-unit recordings were made from 250 neurons in the
medial zone of the ELL. All neurons showed a spontaneous dis-
charge [spike rate, 9.82 9.10 (mean SD)] when no differen-
tial phasemodulationwas given. Spike times of these units during
spontaneous discharges were analyzed relative to the local field
potential that reflects periodic phase-locked firing of the giant
cells and afferent fibers (Fig. 3). Mean latency of the spike mea-
sured from the time point where the negative slope of the field
potential is greatest was strongly clustered around 0.9 ms for a
population of neurons. These units also highly clustered around
Vs  0.95, indicating strong phase locking to the local field po-
tential (Fig. 3A,C). We regard these units as responses from the
pyramidal cells in the ICL based on the previously reported
strong correlation between Vs (Vs 
 0.84) and morphology/lo-
cation of the neuron (Kawasaki and Guo, 1998). Other units had
longer andmore distributed latencies with smallerVs (Vs 0.84)
(Fig. 3B,C). These units were regarded as pyramidal cells of the
OCL, again based on the distribution of Vs. We call these two
populations of units ICL and OCL units, respectively.
Responses to differential phase modulation
Units recorded in the medial zone of the ELL typically showed
responses to sinusoidal modulation of differential phase bymod-
ulating their firing rate (e.g., more firing to phase advance and
less firing to phase delay) (Fig. 4A). The units responded neither
when a phase-modulated signal was applied to only one compart-
ment (Fig. 4B), nor when two identical signals were applied to
both compartments (Fig. 4C,D), confirming that the units re-
sponded to phase differences between the compartments (Ka-
wasaki and Guo, 1996). The fundamental Fourier component of
the spike histograms was used as a measure of response strength
(Fig. 4A, dashed line).One hundred twenty-one units were tested
with DPM50, and the response parameters are summarized in
Figure 5. Eighty-twoof these (36 of 57 from ICL and 46 of 64 from
OCL) units responded well (F1/spontaneous discharge rate 

0.5) to DPM50 (Fig. 5A). These units showedmaximum firing to
either phase delay or advance of the head signal in reference to the
trunk signal (Fig. 5B). The head delay- and head advance-
preferred units occurred with an equal likelihood (ICL units,
delay/advance 20/16, p 0.382; OCL units, delay/advance 
23/23, p 0.5; sign test). Most of the units responded antagonis-
tically to delay and advance, resulting in a weak second harmonic
(F2/F1  0) (Fig. 5C). A small number of the units, however,
increased or decreased their firing rate both to phase delay and
advance, resulting in a large F2/F1 ratio (Fig. 5C). The remaining
39 of the 121 units studied did not respond well to phase modu-
lations even larger than DPM100, and some of them responded
well to amplitude modulation. These units probably represent
either differential phase-sensitive neurons with their receptive
fields not arranged for head–trunk comparisons or amplitude-
sensitive neurons in the OCL (Kawasaki and Guo, 1998). The
mean spike rate to DMP50 was 1.6 times higher than sponta-
neous discharges (Fig. 5D), indicating that the overall responses
of the pyramidal cells is excitatory. ICL and OCL units did not
show any significant difference in response properties.
Sensitivity to differential phase modulation
Sensitivity of 123 ELL units was tested with various depths of
phase modulation. Figure 6 shows response histograms of six
representative units. Distribution of threshold DPMs is shown in
Figure 7. Seventy-four units showed statistically significant re-
sponses to DPM5 (60%), 22 units showed statistically significant
responses to DPM1 (18%), and 3 units showed statistically sig-
Figure 4. Response of a typical unit recorded in the medial zone of the ELL showing head
advance-preferred sensitivity to differential phase modulation. The one cycle sinusoidal lines
below each response histogram indicate phase delay (upward deflection) and phase advance
(downward deflection) of the head (H) and trunk (T) compartments. The straight lines indicate
no phase modulation. A–D, An example of an OCL unit with Vs 0.40. A, Differential phase
responses to phase advance of H in reference to T that had no modulation. B, H had the same
phase modulation as in A but no carrier signal in T. C, Spontaneous discharge with no modula-
tion in H and T. D, Identical phase modulation in H and T. Note similar mean firing rates in all
histograms (arrowheads on the right vertical axes indicate mean firing rate). Depth of phase
modulation was 50s in all cases. The broken sinusoidal curve in A is the fundamental Fourier
component of the spike histogram. Amplitude and mean of the curve indicate F1 and mean
spike rate, respectively.
Figure 5. Profiles of ELL units in response to DPM50. A, Strength of firing rate to phase
modulation in reference to spontaneous discharge rate (F1/spont.). B, Response peak in the
histogram expressed as angular position of the phase modulation (DPM50) in the units that
showedF1/spont
0.5 (n82).C, Only a fewneurons showedahistogrampeakbothat delay
and advance parts of the phase modulation yielding large values of F2/F1. D, Comparison of
overall rate of spiking during DPM50 and spontaneous discharges. The mean of spike rates of
those units with good responses to phase modulation (F1/spont.
 0.5) was 1.63 1.00
(minimum, 0.86) times larger than the spontaneous rates. The keys inA apply also toB–D.A, C,
and D are based on 121 units.
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nificant responses to DPM0.5 (2%). There was no significant
difference in thresholds between ICL and OCL units (Fig. 7).
These threshold sensitivities are determined by averaged re-
sponses to continuously applied sinusoidal phase modulation
(60 cycles). To determine the number of cycles necessary for
obtaining a significant response, increasingly larger numbers of
cycles were resampled from the same data until a statistically
significant responsewas achieved for each unit (Fig. 8). AtDPM5,
24% of units (18 of 74) showed significant responses within 1 s
(two cycles) (Fig. 8A). At DPM1, 59% (13 of 22) of units showed
significant responses within 10 s (20 cycles) (Fig. 8B). No differ-
encewas notedwhen the resampling of data were performedwith
randomly chosen cycles rather than the experimental sequence of
cycles. This indicates that no sensitization or desensitization oc-
curred during the sequential presentation of phase modulations.
Adaptation to shifted center phases
A previous study showed that the differential phase-sensitive
neurons in the ELL preserved their sensitivity to suprathreshold
phase modulation even after the center value of the sinusoidal
phase modulation (Fig. 2C, center phase) was shifted by a large
amount (200 s) (Kawasaki and Guo, 1996). In the current
study, we examined near-threshold sensitivity of the neurons
with shifted center phases. Seventeen units were tested with
DPM5using various center phases (eight ICL units and nineOCL
units). After each shifting of the center phase, the units were
allowed to adapt for 15–30 s before collecting data. In response to
the shifts of center phase, units showed initially either facilitation
Figure 6. A–F, Six representative units examined by various depths of DPM. The abscissas represent one modulation cycle of DPM at 2 Hz as in the histograms in Figures 2 and 4. The ordinates
show spike rate. p values are from V test. DPMn at the top of each histogram indicates the depth of phase modulation. DPMn in bold letter indicates the threshold of the unit, determined by V test
at 0.05. A–C, ICL units; D–F, OCL units. A and F are head delay-preferred units; B–E are head advance-preferred units.
Figure 7. Distribution of thresholds to DPM. ICL and OCL units appear with equal likelihood
in each bin (binomial test).
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or suppression of firing rate for a few seconds (Kawasaki and
Guo, 1996). The responsiveness to DPM5 was preserved over a
wide range of center phase. Figure 9 shows representative re-
sponse histograms at various center phases of three units. The
thresholds of these neurons were5 s ( p 0.001 with DPM5,
z test) at a center phase of 0 s. The neuron shown in Figure 9A
remained sensitive to DPM5 with a preference for phase advance
for a range between –100 and200s of center phases. Sensitiv-
ity was lost beyond this range. The response center of this neuron
remained constant across all histograms with significant re-
sponses (Va 269 16.4°; n 10). The neuron shown in Figure
9B remained sensitive to DPM5 with a preference for phase ad-
vance between 0 and 200 s of center phases (Va 264 12.1°;
n 7). The responsiveness was lost between –20 and –50 s and
reappeared at –100 s with a 180° shifted Va (Va 79.6°). This
type of shift inVawas observed in only two units with DPM5 but
was more frequently observed with larger DPMs (	10 s; data
not shown). Figure 9C shows a unit that remained sensitive with
a similar Va (Va  301  27.0°; n  12) over an exceptionally
wide range of center phases (–200 to 400 s). On average, the
range of center phases within which units kept the sensitivity to
DPM5 was approximately125 s. As shown in Figure 9B, the
peak of F1 was often slightly displaced from 0 s, indicating that
maximum response strength is not always at a center phase of
zero. The displacement of this maximum was usually within 
100 s (n 10, both ICL and OCL). When the center phase was
shifted in a step without sinusoidal phase modulation, units ini-
tially showed facilitation or suppression similarly to cases with
sinusoidal phase modulations presented above. After a few sec-
onds, the discharge returned to the level of the spontaneous be-
fore the step change. The responses then reappeared when tested
with small phase modulation.We conclude that sinusoidal phase
modulation is not necessary for the adaptation.
Phase-locking neurons do not adapt to steady phase shift
The results above indicate that pyramidal cells in both ICL and
OCL are insensitive to steady changes of the center phase and
preserve the sensitivity to dynamic changes of small phase differ-
ences. Does this adaptation take place in the phase-locking neu-
rons? The firing times of phase-locking neurons may adapt back
to the original phase after a steady phase shift is introduced. To
determine whether this adaptation occurs within the ELL, we
recorded fromphase-locking neurons (S-afferent fibers and giant
cell axons) (Kawasaki and Guo, 1996; Matsushita and Kawasaki,
2004) while applying steady phase shifts in the electrosensory
carrier signal to one compartment of the phase chamber. Figure
10 shows representative plots of the spike times of a phase-
locking neuron in response to steady phase shifts. After an initial
5 s, the phase of the stimulus signal in the head compartment was
shifted by either  100 or –100 s and held for 20 s and then
shifted back to the original phase (0 s). The spike times shifted
in response to the shift in phase of the sensory signal remained
shifted and showed no adaptation during the 20 s period. The
amount of shift in spike times varied from neuron to neuron.
This is probably because, in some neurons, a portion of the re-
ceptive field was exposed to the signal in the other chamber,
which hadnophase shift.When the phase of the carrier signal was
shifted in the opposite direction, the spike times of the neuron
showed an equally strong shift in the opposite direction (Fig. 10).
Discussion
Threshold of time disparity
The major findings of the current study are (1) 60% of recorded
pyramidal cells in the ELL of Gymnarchus are sensitive to 5 s of
time disparity between sensory signals applied to the head and
trunk, and (2) the sensitivity to sinusoidally modulated time dis-
parity is preservedwhen amuch larger steady-state time disparity
is introduced between the head and trunk.
The time disparity between phase-locking neurons that pro-
vide time information to the time comparator in the ELL is ex-
pected to be smaller than the time disparity between the sensory
signals applied to the head and trunk compartment. This is be-
cause giant cells, a type of phase-locking neurons, possess a large
receptive field that spans across the head and trunk compart-
ments, causing them to fire at an intermediate phase between the
head and trunk signal (Matsushita and Kawasaki, 2004). The
phase-locking neuron presented in Figure 10 exemplifies such a
phase shift that is smaller than that of the stimulus. Therefore, the
measured sensitivities of the ELL neurons are conservative. Be-
havioral and neuronal recording studies (Kawasaki, 1993; Ka-
wasaki and Guo, 2002) demonstrate that the JAR occurs with
phase differences between any body surfaces (head–trunk, left–
right, etc.), and different ELL neurons are tuned to detect phase
differences with different spatial orientations. In the current
study, however, we examined time-disparity sensitivity of all en-
countered pyramidal cells exclusively with the head–trunk con-
figuration alone. We assume that most pyramidal cells would
respond to 5 s of time disparity if the best orientation of the
neurons for phase difference were used (Kawasaki and Guo,
2002). Rose andHeiligenberg (1986) found a comparable level of
time-disparity sensitivity in midbrain neurons of the gymnoti-
form electric fish Eigenmannia, which has evolved its electrosen-
sory system and JAR independently of the mormyriform Gymn-
archus (Lauder and Liem, 1983). They showed that some of the
Figure 8. Distribution of the number of cycles needed to yield statistically significant re-
sponses to DPM5 (A) and DPM1 (B). ICL and OCL units appear with equal likelihood in each bin
(binomial test).
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midbrain neurons were sensitive to time
disparities of10 s using a relatively in-
sensitive statistical method.
Rose and Heiligenberg (1985) discov-
ered that the JAR occurs with time dispar-
ities at 107 to 106 s in Eigenmannia and
argued that integration of sensory infor-
mation from all body surfaces was re-
quired for this sensitivity. The current
study in Gymnarchus demonstrates, how-
ever, that the individual pyramidal cells in
the ELL, which are only one or two syn-
apses away from the phase-locking neu-
rons and receive no substantial spatial in-
tegration, are sensitive to 5 s. Neuronal
integration in higher brain levels (mid-
brain and diencephalon) to which the py-
ramidal cells project (Kawasaki and Guo,
1998)may result in even higher sensitivity,
as in Eigenmannia (Kawasaki et al., 1988).
Exact neuronal mechanisms for the
sensitivity of the pyramidal cells to these
extraordinarily small time disparities are
unknown. The following observations and
theoretical considerations have beenmade
in an attempt to understand the sensitivity.
The SD of firing times of phase-locking
neurons that project to the ICL is 5.6s on
average, and 95% of them show SDs 10
s (Guo and Kawasaki, 1997). At their
thresholds, pyramidal cells required sev-
eral seconds of continuous stimulus pre-
sentation, during which thousands of ac-
curately phase-locked action potentials
arrive at the time comparator (Fig. 8). Sta-
tistically speaking, the sample SD is 1/n,
where n is the number of action potentials
given by a phase-locking neuron to the
comparator during the several seconds. If
a pyramidal cell receives action potentials
at 400 Hz for 2 s, for example, the sample
SD would be 0.2 s (5.6/800). This
means that rather precise time information would be available to
comparator neurons. Specialized anatomical structures have
been found in the ICL. Terminals of the giant cells form a giant
synapse that embraces85%of the soma area of the postsynaptic
neurons, termed ovoidal cells (Matsushita and Kawasaki, 2004).
This morphologymay enhance the rapidity of synaptic transmis-
sion due to ephaptic effects (Byzov and Shura-Bura, 1986; Voro-
nin et al., 1999). Nomatter how accurate the firing times of input
phase-locking neurons are, synaptic currents produced by these
inputs are expected to have much longer time constants than the
threshold sensitivity of pyramidal cells to time disparities
(Trussell, 1999). Takagi and Kawasaki (2003) showed that the
Hodgkin–Huxley equationmay yield sensitivity to time disparity
on the order of 105 s between two synaptic input currents with
a much larger time constant (300 s) due to the nonlinear
dynamics of the equation.
Neuronal representation and processing of temporal infor-
mation on the order of microseconds has been found not only in
the electrosensory system (Heiligenberg and Altes, 1978; Rose
and Heiligenberg, 1986; Kawasaki et al., 1988) but also in the
auditory system of birds and mammals. Phase-locking neurons
in the nucleusmagnocellularis of the barn owl (Carr andKonishi,
1990), and those in the medial superior olive and the trapezoid
body of mammals (Joris et al., 1994), show only a few tens of
microseconds of jitter. Although statistical examinations have
not been made for threshold determination, auditory neurons in
themidbrain of birds andmammals appear to show considerable
sensitivities to interaural time disparities of tens of microseconds
(Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Yin and Kuwada, 1983; Takahashi
and Konishi, 1986; Yin et al., 1986, 1987; Chan et al., 1987).
Skottun et al. (2001) and Shackleton et al. (2003) applied a sta-
tistical method, the receiver operating characteristic analysis, to
interaural time-disparity-sensitive neurons in guinea pig and
demonstrated thresholds around 30 s. The time-disparity
thresholds demonstrated in the pyramidal cells ofGymnarchus in
the current study are5–10 times lower than those found in the
auditory midbrain of birds and mammals.
We regard the units we recorded from as pyramidal cells in the
ICL or OCL for the following reasons. First, the latencies of their
action potentials from the peak of the phase-locking field poten-
tial were consistent with previous results using in vivo whole-cell
recording and labeling, which confirmed the morphology of the
Figure 9. Three representative units examined with various center phases at DPM5. A–C, Response histograms. Abscissas
represent one modulation cycle of DPM at 2 Hz, and ordinates show spike rate as in Figure 6. Center phase value of sinusoidal
modulation cycle is shown in the top left corner of each histogram. p values are from z test. The vertical dashed lines indicate
response center (Va). A–C, Changes in F1 mean value (filled circle) and response center (Va, open circle). The response center
wasplottedonlywhen theunit significantly responded toDPM5at agiven center phase.A, A headadvance-preferred ICLunit. The
unit significantly responded to DPM5 between center phase –100 and200s. B, Another ICL unit. This unit shows response
preference to head advance between center phase 0 and200s but changedVaby180° at center phase–100s. C, A head
advance-preferred OCL unit. This unit significantly responded to DPM5 from –200 to 400s.
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recorded cell as pyramidal cells (Kawasaki and Guo, 1996, 1998),
whereas the latency of the ovoidal cell is expected to be shorter
than that of pyramidal cells. Second, the recording sites were
shallower than the ovoidal cell layer, based on the waveform of
the concurrently recorded field potential (Fig. 3) as well as actual
depth in the ELL (Kawasaki and Guo, 1996). Third, the large
action potentials are likely to be generated by the large apical
dendrites of pyramidal cells (Bell et al., 1993; Kawasaki and Guo,
1998), which the ovoidal cells do not possess (Matsushita and
Kawasaki, 2004).
It is remarkable that there was no significant difference in
sensitivity to time disparity between ICL andOCLpyramidal cells
given their different anatomical position: the pyramidal cells in
the ICL receive phase-locked inputs, whereas those in theOCLdo
not. This anatomical difference reflects the difference in their
vector strength, Vs, and firing latency. A possible explanation for
the similarity of sensitivity is that the output of ovoidal cells may
be given to pyramidal cells in the ICL via their dendrite and those
in the OCL via their axon (Fig. 1) (Matsushita and Kawasaki,
2004).
Adaptation property of pyramidal cells
The pyramidal cells preserved their sensitivity to near-threshold
DPM (5 s) over a wide range of center phase (current study) as
well as suprathreshold DPM (Kawasaki and Guo, 1996). The ar-
rival times of action potentials of phase-locking neurons to the
pyramidal cells depends on the conduction velocity of the neu-
ronal path between the electroreceptors and pyramidal cells,
which may easily vary in natural conditions because of tempera-
ture changes. Local temperature changes may occur if a fish
stayed at a boundary between sun and shade (such as vegetation),
resulting in a change of center phase experienced by a phase
comparator. One degree difference of body temperature between
head and trunk would result in a few hundred microseconds of
conduction time difference along 10 cm of the body length of a
fish (Nagy et al., 1978). The range of 250 s of center phase in
which the neuron retains sensitivity to thresholdDPM5 is similar
to the value in Eigenmannia (Rose and Heiligenberg, 1986) and
may be reasonable to compensate such delays. Behavioral study
in Eigenmannia showed that correct JAR occurred in response to
a combination of small phase modulation (5 s) and amplitude
modulation (0.1%) with center phase shifted by 
100 s (our
unpublished observation).
The phase-locking neurons in the DFL we recorded in this
study were either S-afferents or giant cells. These neurons re-
sponded to the dynamic shifts of phase but did not show any
adaptation over a period of 20 s, which is enough time for pyra-
midal cells to adapt (Kawasaki and Guo, 1996). The giant cell
terminal gives a synaptic input to ovoidal cells, whereas
S-afferents make synaptic contacts directly onto pyramidal cells
in the ICL and ovoidal cells (Matsushita and Kawasaki, 2004).
Thus, the adaptationmay emerge at the level of pyramidal cells or
ovoidal cells. The morphology of the pyramidal cells in both the
ICL and OCL is similar to the Purkinje-like cells in mormyrid
electric fish (Grant et al., 1996), whose large apical dendrites
receive descending inputs from higher centers to cancel out pre-
dictable sensory inputs to the cell (Bell et al., 1993). Similarmech-
anisms for adaptively canceling steady-state phase shiftsmight be
involved in Gymnarchus.
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